
Hope in Action 



partners already
actively cooperate with us

$8,5 mil monetary equivalent
assistance provided

7000+ tons of humanitarian aid
have already reached the recipient

10000+ requests from people in need
processed

50+

Our results



НOPE UA - Ukrainian Charity Foundation aimed at supporting victims of the
consequences of Russian terror.

Our goal: Establishing a system of assistance to war victims.

Mission: To help Ukrainians by uniting like-minded people who care for the
victory of Ukraine.

About us



In accordance with the Decree of the President of Ukraine
No. 850/2022 on awarding the badge of the President of
Ukraine "Golden Heart" for a significant personal
contribution to the provision of volunteer assistance and
the development of the volunteer movement, in
particular during the implementation of measures to
ensure the defense of Ukraine, the protection of the
safety of the population and the interests of the state in
In connection with Russia's military aggression against
Ukraine and overcoming its consequences, it was
decided:

To the awarding of the "Golden Heart" award of the
President of Ukraine to Roman Hrynkevich, volunteer and
director of the charitable organization "NOPE UA
Charitable Foundation"

President's award



Aim

Hope UA aims to create a comprehensive rehabilitation center, and to introduce a
unified system of effective psychological rehabilitation for children. We support large
families, orphans and children of military servicemen who suffered from the war and
continue to help them since the beginning of the war.

The mission is to ensure a happy future for Ukrainian children.
A Ukrainian child today is a future conscious citizen of a free Ukraine.

The goal is to ensure the social, psychological and humanitarian security of children
affected by the war.

By joining any of the Hope UA projects, you help Ukrainian children and contribute to
their happy childhood and future.



Directions

Front-line
Humanitarian
Aid

Rehabilitation of
Children
Affected by the
War, particularly
with PTSD 

Social
Adaptation of
IDPs

Support for
Vulnerable
Population
Groups

Economic
Development



HOPEBOXES
Food and hygiene kit

for a family per month Transfer of aid to frontline areas

CHOICE
Project of social adaptation

and space of trust

HOPE LUNCH
The project of preparing hot lunches for

IDPs

HOPE
GRANTS

Grants for small and medium-sized
businesses

INTERACTION
Hope UA NGO IDPs Ukraine

All-Ukrainian loyalty system
from conscious business

HOPE KIDS
Psychological rehabilitation project

for children affected by the war

SICH
Social construction project

housing for war victims

AMBASSADORS
Celebrities that help together with

Hope UA

HUMUNITARIAN
AID



Partners



HOPE KIDS
Psychological Stabilizition and Rehabilitation

 Project for Children Affected by the War



Hope Kids

It is a center for psychological rehabilitation for children affected by Russian terror and suffering from
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The space provides a safe place for families and orphans where
children can receive professional psychological help.

Purpose: To provide support and assistance to children who suffered from Russian aggression in the
occupied territories and in the regions most affected, experienced or witnessed violence, by providing
qualified psychological support, which will help them to stabilize their emotional state and recover from
the traumatic war experience.

1
permanently active
rehabilitation center

90
children underwent
rehabilitation

90 000$
dollars of accumulated
funds for the project

Results:



Hope Kids. Stages of Implementation

restoration of the
regime (normal sleep,
nutrition, rest)

emergency psychological
help in case of an acute
reaction to stress 

psychological
counseling and
behavior correction

formation of an
algorithm-scheme of
continuing life after a
traumatic event

maintenance of the
condition with the help
of individual
psychotherapy after
the end of the program

physical activity,
games and training
exercises outside -
relief of emotional
tension, anxiety and
aggression



We are consolidating international partners for material and technical support of
current projects on children's rehabilitation

How we do this?

Raising funds for the
project:

For project
development:

660 000$  55 000$ /month 



Project budget
at the rate of 60 children per month

  Total for a year:Total for month:

55 000$ 660 000$

Rehabilitation
program

40 000$

Personnel
of the project

12 000$

Operational
costs

5 000$

Administrative
costs

2 000$



Partners

Financial support
of the project

Оrganization and implementation
 of rehabilitation

programs

International media support



The atmosphere of the center
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Psychological classes

Art therapy

Smiling and happy children



THE CHOICE
Project of Social Adaptation of IDPs



The Choice 

The space of trust and environment of development "Choice" provides a center where social adaptation
programs for IDPs and vulnerable population groups will be conducted on a regular basis.
 
Social adaptation includes: psychological and legal consultation, cultural and educational and social
events according to the calendar of events, professional development, retraining, and assistance with
employment. Access to information about special opportunities for IDPs. Access to the place of
unification of IDPs in the city of Lviv (with uninterrupted electricity supply, Internet, with hot drinks, co-
working space, children's and entertainment area, seminars and trainings) and, if necessary,
humanitarian aid.

150+
social events
organized

40+
courses were 
held

5000+
IDPs
participated





HOPEBOXES
Food and Hygiene Kit

for a Family per Month



Cost of Hope Box:

100€ 

Hope Box

HopeBox is a one-month supply of food and hygiene products for a
family of three.

All HopeBox content is Ukrainian-made, to support the domestic
economy. The main idea is simultaneous assistance to victims of
Russian terror and investment in Ukraine.

2000+
families received
help

120 000+
dollars 
spend





Let's use TODAY to 
create TOMORROW
for our children 



For more detailed information and cooperation:

charitablefoundationhope.ua@gmail.com
+380938526401
https://www.hope-ua.com
https://mssg.me/hope.ua


